
 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Donna Rosenquist
To: SFPD, Commission (POL)
Subject: Allow SFPD to Enforce Traffic Safety Laws!
Date: Tuesday, December 20, 2022 8:57:27 PM

 

Dear SF Police Commission.,  I am writing to urge you to not prohibit SFPD from enforcing
existing traffic safety laws (agenda item 11 on your 12/14 meeting). These traffic safety laws
exist for a reason - to keep our families, seniors, and streets safe. By prohibiting police officers
from enforcing the law, you are prohibiting them from keeping our communities safe.

Sincerely, 
Donna Rosenquist

mailto:dsweetr@gmail.com
mailto:sfpd.commission@sfgov.org


From: Monica D
To: SFPD, Commission (POL); Elias, Cindy (POL); Carter-Oberstone, Max (POL); Yee, Lawrence (POL); Byrne, Jim

(POL); Yanez, Jesus (POL); Benedicto, Kevin (POL); Walker, Debra (POL)
Subject: Allow SFPD to Enforce Traffic Safety Laws!
Date: Thursday, December 22, 2022 12:00:55 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear SF Police Commission,

I am writing to urge you to not prohibit SFPD from enforcing existing traffic safety laws (agenda item 11 on your
12/14 meeting). These traffic safety laws exist for a reason - to keep our families, seniors, and streets safe. By
prohibiting police officers from enforcing the law, you are prohibiting them from keeping our communities safe. 
This is NOT the time to go woke, go broke when the city is already broke!

Fed up taxpayer

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mdsf94107@gmail.com
mailto:sfpd.commission@sfgov.org
mailto:cindy.elias@sfgov.org
mailto:max.carter-oberstone@sfgov.org
mailto:lawrence.yee1@sfgov.org
mailto:jim.byrne@sfgov.org
mailto:jim.byrne@sfgov.org
mailto:jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org
mailto:kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org
mailto:Debra.Walker@sfgov.org


  This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Oleg Tabachnik
To: SFPD, Commission (POL); Youngblood, Stacy (POL)
Subject: I oppose the revised draft of the General Traffic Enforcement Order!
Date: Thursday, December 22, 2022 9:03:01 PM

 

 

 

Message to the Police Commission

 

   

From your constituent Oleg Tabachnik

Email oleg2ira@yahoo.com

I am a resident of  District 4

  I oppose the revised draft of the General Traffic
Enforcement Order!

Message to the Police
Commission

Dear Commissioners,

I write to oppose the December 14 revised draft of
General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01 that, with
some exceptions, would largely prohibit SFPD from
citing or detaining anyone in connection with at least
nine vehicle code infractions. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in
traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it
is dangerous to public safety. (Bias in traffic
enforcement is already contrary to law and the
Constitution). Any remnants should be addressed by
other means, including officer training and
accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon
altogether the enforcement of duly enacted California
traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the
following negative effects:

* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths
skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco,
at the current rate there will be 31 pedestrian traffic
deaths this calendar year even though the professed
city goal is Zero deaths, with the elderly, Blacks, and
the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common
knowledge that traffic enforcement in San Francisco
is already lacking due to the shortage of police
officers and Police Commission inattention. This
policy only adds to the crisis on our roads, including
essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without  

mailto:oleg2ira@yahoo.com
mailto:sfpd.commission@sfgov.org
mailto:stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org


signaling, and other critical infractions that cause
accidents. 

* More shootings.  There is an epidemic in gun
violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San
Francisco from 2019.  How are police supposed to
reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it
even more difficult to spot illegal guns in vehicles?

* More crime.  Small traffic crimes are often just the
tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious
and violent crimes are often arrested after a traffic
stop, as are those violating the terms of their
probation or parole. This order only makes the
streets more dangerous.

* More road rage and pedestrian injuries.  One
particularly ridiculous provision would allow anyone
to walk (or bike, scooter or use a vehicle moving by
human power) down the middle of the street or
sidewalk slowly and block traffic without fear of being
detained, even on highly trafficked roads with dozens
of vehicles backed up. The same provision would
allow bicycles to speed down sidewalks regardless
of the danger to pedestrians. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will
make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious
crimes instead. Don’t take this argument seriously. In
fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and
thus reduces police availability. And it goes against
the proven effectiveness of “broken windows”
policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission’s
advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of
SFPD by adding the 500 officers that San Francisco
is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will
surely impede morale and make police hiring and
retention more difficult. 

Please reject this proposal.

 
     
     
 

 



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Vikram Gupta
To: Elias, Cindy (POL); Walker, Debra (POL); Yanez, Jesus (POL); Byrne, Jim (POL); Benedicto, Kevin (POL); Yee,

Lawrence (POL); Carter-Oberstone, Max (POL); SFPD, Commission (POL)
Cc: StefaniStaff, (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: NYT Article on Policing
Date: Monday, December 26, 2022 8:55:54 AM

 

Dear Police Commission (cc: Stefani and staff):

The following is worth a read: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/25/us/police-officer-recruits.html

“At a recent conference in Washington held by the Police Executive
Research Forum, a law enforcement policy organization, officials from
departments across the country said they were struggling. They said they
were not finding enough people willing and able to fight crime, staff unfilled
shifts and build residents’ trust in the police.”

I had to release a chuckle at the great Amos Brown recently calling for more policing after
we’ve done everything we can to discourage effective policing and struggle with department
shortages.  

Why would anybody in their right mind want to work here, particularly the highest quality
people who have more options?  And herein lies the biggest risk in the continued war against
policing - we will have B and C players instead of A players.  Those B and C players will
statistically have more issues of the type we are trying to avoid.  

As ideological, knee-jerk, and emotion driven sophomoric policies continue to hamstring our
police departments in urban areas across the country and result in anemic police staffing, more
“black and brown” citizens will be at risk and more will be buying guns.  Herein lies the dark
hilarity of running a city like you are in a freshman dorm at Berkeley (my alma mater…loved
those bong hits, drum circles, and 18 yr old idealism).

Business will continue to flee and budgets will be further under pressure as we just saw
another major conference (VMWare) announce its leaving S.F. for Vegas.  I didn’t see
anybody shopping in the city this season.  It felt like a ghost town.  

Regards,

Vikram Gupta
2139 Green St Apt D 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

On Sun, Dec 18, 2022 at 6:19 PM Vikram Gupta <vkgsfca@gmail.com> wrote:
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This is going to get mighty interesting indeed: 
https://calmatters.org/justice/2022/12/police-officer-shortage/

And when all the police leave/retire/don’t sign up and result in empty academies/won’t use
force even on dangerous criminals then we will have reached progressive utopia where no
person of color is ever cited or arrested for anything!   
 
Then wealthy neighborhoods will buy protection and many more people will buy guns.  And
we will continue to lie about the realities of criminality because it isn’t politically correct to
arrest and deport Honduran dealers or to talk about the young black kids pummeling Asian
elders or their fellow classmates and robbing our neighborhood merchants.  

What a world… Carry on folks.  Carry on…

On Tue, Dec 13, 2022 at 1:57 PM Vikram Gupta <vkgsfca@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear SF Police Commission,
 
As a 23 year resident of San Francisco, I am writing to urge you to not prohibit
SFPD from enforcing existing traffic safety laws (agenda item 11 on
your 12/14 meeting). These traffic safety laws exist for a reason - to keep our
families, seniors, and streets safe. By prohibiting police officers from enforcing
the law, you are prohibiting them from keeping our communities safe.

I am shocked that we are prioritizing ideology over basic safety and law
enforcement.  When I asked my “black and brown” friends outside of S.F. about
this they were incredulous.  One even said I don’t understand your city where
they think people of color can’t do basic things like have plates and valid tags.  

The overall approach S.F. is taking towards law enforcement (lax and
ideological) is statistically leading people to buy more guns.  You folks are not
going to like the consequences of your misguided and ideological actions.  We
are going to see more gun ownership and more vigilante justice as citizens tire
of the impotence of the city to carry out basic functions of safety and
cleanliness.  

I am a POC and have been stopped for expired tags and blown bulbs in the
past.  As I should have.  These are basic safety and even environmental things
(eg smog check).  I was treated kindly and asked to take care of what I should
have taken care of.

Lastly, I found the article about “racist” traffic stops in the Chronicle fascinating. 
In a supposedly racist traffic enforcement system designed by white people,
whites are stopped three times more than Asians.  So maybe it’s not a racism
thing unless you believe that every officer has a bias towards not stopping and
fining Asian drivers.  

When we stop enforcing basic societal rules and norms, chaos ensues.  San
Francisco has become the Petri dish for ideology over reality and our city will

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://calmatters.org/justice/2022/12/police-officer-shortage/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1NDNhYTZlODljOTYwN2I4N2RkN2MzZWU0MGMwNWIzZDo2OjVkNGE6YzhiOTQyMmNmN2NjYzE0YTEwY2JkMzZiOWRmMWVmMTNhZjA5MzgyYTY1MDZmZWY1ZTJmMjFlM2ZkNTIxZDY0NzpoOkY
mailto:vkgsfca@gmail.com


continue to suffer for it as we approach a 40% commercial vacancy rate and
closing and fleeing business.  

Regards,

Vikram Gupta
2139 Green St Apt D 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
-- 

Regards,

Vik

(Sent from mobile)
-- 

Regards,

Vik

(Sent from mobile)
-- 

Regards,

Vik

(Sent from mobile)



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL)
To: SFPD, Commission (POL)
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops!
Date: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 11:41:57 AM

 
 

From: singgih tan <unojodelacara@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 25, 2022 1:37 PM
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops!
 

 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood,

 
I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased
pretext stops in San Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or
tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights – to
conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and search motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San
Franciscans make up less than five percent of San Francisco’s population but account for 26 percent
of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of
white people, searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12
times more likely to use force on Black people than white people.

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead
to police misconduct and use of force – even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian,
and Philando Castile were all tragically killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with
law enforcement which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual
infractions has significant downsides in terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of
color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a comprehensive policy to prohibit these
racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not provide SFPD with easily
used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change.
 

Sincerely,
singgih tan

mailto:stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org
mailto:sfpd.commission@sfgov.org




Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Brian Hofer <briansecure-justice.org> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:04 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights—to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Hofer 

<http://feed back.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upnbYh5VNyt5xa6NZYphSg-2FytW5ianZWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9k5uOJla0kROPkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-

 



2BbiUh54XxdmeJMIn1pc-

 

2BaKwi4M pIf7b8NkQXYM 1qDMcp1dibQSzeRP7GxaYKcm Hj Kw9phvs3H N8d79xfYvPKmq UGXNCF7 FeXot5465wtX-

 

2 Fq8FqCND6ap2aLsoLqYfZFrn60jqT795-2F-2Fs-2B9V-

 

2BJ30pA9IeNyvdvrwGTnq6XLuwsTBtQ8czq 1KFt5u454k9EdjIV8zDg7XYihCu1RXDUxHJ FJOGd I9M3mdw5sLy2qw6GOB9JV 
QhTDrkpfdf74UhOXNSNXKHZpSB-2BJtHAXiYeBRggY4vG46WIYj11pg37AL94174-2FT2s-3D> 



Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Shiba Bandeeba <sbandeebahomerisesf.org> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 2:04 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Shiba Bandeeba 

<http://feedback.changema iler.com/wf/O pefl?upnbYh5VNyt5xa6NZYPh5g2FYtW5ianzW41aSkil FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9k5uOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-

 



2BbUhkXMhjaxFWubjdJ NI9WQdM DtzT7MAsQhN62PWS4BOdxCLWNeGLVfN4o-

 

2F7LuJv7uou DzhM7IjekFPvByYZM BcIKG NT9EKVj2dLcLTttRzCFnCQu2wA-2FqFE3kPRI1afcz15MQ-

 

2Bh4hN2I17VOOtsUi13Chc-2FI5FJ4WEF32RGiCoARCRmPStz9I6MYLrD5Gf2 H Dn-2FMCVG5s-

 

2 BC6LHWYCY6t2iJy7 bDd Rj8VLo Bt2 Nf8G UVRfOe EeTkVim32ETZKIf4p-

 

2B4XKsIJQpHJ LC7UhcpoEopV64mjcLUvI0bU9wi3kLa-2BD4-3 D> 



Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Mali Daimee <madaimee@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 3:59 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Mali Daimee 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6Q.SMak0LqxKlqTmmUGO9k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJ W-2BbiU hih-

 



2B2KyWLWc6J FuPPqq M-2B5iOCLe5CoAEWPgwf-

 

2B1 EBPKICzKnc9V4nODFXvn5Zdz8x9Gt5k3GvyRBBdON8jPZsRYRVX1oLj2yX3xQpNVv1GM uAuV-

2FDZW1zSVgvOdTCdqG198t9KBZMILCm NEeLtEAAtj BbgsTY1vv6f9XSs-2 Fmgfr8Hyya DAmXp2BRPR5i8M BI Ep BekAa-

2BubNjhVKThmmcnitSHIxzq-2FoMQnDYM B16Mu5fJODkIFxvMIi4CGiNEByNh1Q4KEohebH2QKjsy-2BuuXt-

2BMB5SOPIkU36JIHTGunqPA-3D> 



Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Sabra Suharwardy <ssuharwardy@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 4:43 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Sabra Suharwardy 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-

 



2BbiUh44EdGcpcCNCnOQkozUft-2B9KxxxB7aOWzJpuF8ZZUb1dc2hHNGCQct3O1wvo12OB5zmk4aXC9l-

 

2FKWq1nU KEf1A60qd7LMGCVs8s-2Fa D6I8P9ijyia RxcnhbIjfrO3839V-2 F6Jlr6HfC3-

 

2FJCCzTOmuchG hBIStX3UAHWaKu59OqOU-2Fylt7eAN9k6xrFwkM E630U RAY6DJ UEyVODspOYuOUHXrxoGqyN-

 

2 Fva B8h9WPfiizTECCEiBuBdON BNOd5ADxqme-2F8SZU h7ykt302J U-2BRZJSP9U pAN m RyWbAiLWVOhSTDxWg-3 D> 



Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: "Dr. Hatem Bazian" <hatemb@berkeley.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:20 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Hatem Bazian 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf Mxait-2F6QSMa koLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2BbiU h-

 



2Bob5Vlr1NhxNxx2KHJ pfbwbHjiEHvfXOapjtH KfOeNER1DM nk8I0mRLEcRswIWaIeCYPxGM BSIiZTecQ.u6zx7nN-
2Fwdy8SSXIdBOZo-2Fyh8fw49bPdpPU5Zxp-2B8CCdxfZ8HOiLCTRDCWzKmPHdDm1hVL-2F1V1SX-

2BxpkBwWOtyJ1xQP3V8sMorwY4-2BJ pXROmGZIYDHiQdOc7cbFNW4UbVH PQZIOwSmm6Bt-
2FYYm69tFU9soJADbfkNH3bviXpONPvKa5thd 1efM9F-2FnI MtVV3pV8CxEKa2oiyZH8rq KXXQ8WE N3o-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Muneem Shaik <muneem@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 5:32 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Muneem Shaik 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2BbiUh-

 

11 



2FpujYAwTXR5Yy70U HZT20Mvu-2BeFK031mzNiwDGoo4jS798DMzgYq 1KwAuhX-2Bj-2FEV5ATJ-2F-

2B8evEE4ZDhjjLQBVmpcO-2BvbHHBX-2F8zCo-

 

2F9tcAG KTijRL9K1cVtpf4r7XbSOf63fsirNcaoGUSqfNRLCoOOsz6jm2FpPncLe-2F9HO500mmTECs-

2BGLwHRainmuO5sqcvmBFBO12YR8NH8WDVbjZe1HkAY8QBfkYuKM BB6frXRLrnW4ZtKGbVt20hHOI-

2FXxrg9Y9e2v3rrV5X7Qgwx-2Bra6FTugiF2I IBVtUVHLnRRY-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 
To: SF PD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Shagufta Ahmed <sna.shaikh@hitmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 6:31 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Shagufta Ahmed 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf MxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLl pqiW-2BbiUh-
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2 FLpa E5jNJfbQkxn2F33kFpyacTVFUJZyd60cIjqiV2fBYeM K4Af1T3V4fIi3mehGJ nic9jDxTAg5bR-2 BYIngxGI8m8Am MfrO-

 

2BoNOkhIPSPo9ZgBNK2PIjdIeMZQIIdvHfsutYNG1uJTxn-

 

2B58YHx7d9zYmaaQg89GzanwoU DeqsBwI76BEufSokU maV8Z66mwVXrnsew-

 

2FIxVa EOwlixpU MdxEXF7YyNIVT2x3LZ10iPhrnSAwg6K8I7FIvO I 1qxtuRYU5t3 Ne5FXRvNuae8092nAtGQJHam hInI3V4cS5U 

7SIstANYB990Pt6YjnzuN-2F6E> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Erick Arguello <earguello@glide.org> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 7:08 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Erick Arguello 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upnbYh5VNYt5Xa6NZYPhSg2FytW5ianZWAyiaSkil FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUh75hOM Dny-2BoG-2FX6MVeYVLDS5hZuU DuCkOXiG3s-2BdnCQVPUn5V-2BNy5pTjVLQsO87cPvL99I-

2BASmUOTgjRSdJDvwxrsOFLY-2BVicsYH4-2F4XX9XRDB4N30dIq3er4TfGbi5M EZW7k1M 113-

 

2FbBD9Ed DkR2VWh96ROm9XauKscI-2BLUkMDPpN-2FAhvh-2Ft07opcMt5Vgd3udkGTkq5JxQqjllDSO-2Bu-2FT9Zprr-

2BUQhYjeN9-2BtAdaWRW-2Bcumk8EPFzL1W6u7lLL7cZuTr8RST4px69W5w8TrsLXUxHYfqJYYX5XnWoGj5cc-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Fadumo Hassan <fadumoq114@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2022 8:38 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Fadumo Hassan 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2 FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

 

2 BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2 BbiU hjh Hd le-
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2 FtVfmVLGZptO2hqjOObJ U IVvyc-

 

2Bn2T7vrHrOOKUvOkTwXQQoX2zVoQ.kwf4q9x1dI2eiv1UJ U3YQwQIFf P06Sksl Pm4KgWDtbCQIDn05JQHs1CpvHQs5PO6sCT 
jqZSmp2yrIhKecQAT4UwjHOOVaklHIX2xiJ MzyKeDdN KRx74xFtiSsrrxNF9Riy8mXAXsQDzXG I-2Fv1u1W3-

2BVwsZq9u5E3J90-2FmbzT-2FAlAkm HTE8r8w75KxKAf)(Y5fzwlilltyYC-2BdN9XGBdB3oiZ37rOgeR-2FKUg8SFaJwdqnrrOY-
3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Ahmed Elzeftawi <anabil@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 7:05 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Ahmed Elzeftawi 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UGU9k9ksuOi la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhvp70d M91E3 U mWh-2BtYg-2Bf547vsxQtBkKxynmswgeB29ZJ6P3VIrxTGqi2j8I6xZOcTsnnpqeUE4E-

2Fdo1DKqmcFzG5UxsUvG uYwWOTHW44kG1GVcbxL7K311rI-2FVrxAUq9C-2Fpk83Gd9gaj800DYFDp-2 FwPtLyeh4PAux-

2 BcOQQRFRNo67zzB60EN F2CfYDsnwZCi82DBmfh8hzpCqpOmg6EwLVXHUj-2BR3Y3 KwKBqu3VDDYgWe-

2BXmuOupm Nd7-2F1Qm4Gupvo9N-2 BgzmNIW39CCgyeewYHSRh9m uRKBKpA-2B7ezwo-2 FLO-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: lzhar Saeed <izharsaeedl@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 2, 2022 11:36 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Voungblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

lzhar Saeed 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiU h  LGwmay-2Ba-2FIA2v5S1oXkksCSLUoyBXEPwW96ynhCNwVAFbVf N4muhG DYtevYNQVPvUQ9E-2B8-2BG-
2FRXOn-2FZDoyZ5BxiVqiygnj4-2FE2vRRNSTRlNjQwDije6t21rOtm-2Fr-2FwtmejKc6mG1vitGFtr-2BXs4K1c-

2B8mO.bafqin3ljyvk-2B6zyp26ZW8fGi-2Fwll2eayf-2FvzD-

 

2BNU M139i2nZYuCejooxrOUtIQYHycLbSRodK7w4RGRqi DcaqJOSSkaRXIKW3ZOk9LD5EjrilMNV5qfapQai55E5gVEVRWev 

WLKsUJeyO-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Julian Johnson <julian@sfcommunityhealth.org> 

Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 9:41 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Julian Johnson 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhIG4csmtVuivsSIOSeaqmVLvNeLeTcytzZLCdT3enOM4zqJ hgvYxI4KP6JhfQwEibg5usofrnwfJ5n 17zHJ FPI-2B-

 

2BYzR3GqU7wb8O5StK8w9R9WcdQ1ORRROd8zY8A3hUyPhzrrHAftVcrjjZPyb-2BCs9ed 1IJAq-2 FMeVgdDdeOL1M3q-

 

2 B6i7J FwGy1-

 

2F53uxcBkzxUCZaW3dra UjTOa4r6HVtAfI6Vu23o85mM5p2BwdsnkzD2j3ozONCeGo1AIIY6eIzOWpHhTkOobP2pVa6IIevRNi 
7sEFdjxt5Sn-2F08m22d Fo-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:49 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Natalia Serrano <natalia.serrano@sanfranciscorising.org> 
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 12:30 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights—to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Natalia Serrano 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOi la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2Bbi U hG FJqUcH N BUhy2km6nJ-2FeDvYEq H KuXFkOmGQTzCVp-2BQQpMvzKvxr7rxZG Ic62VRl DXsBoFlwM HbXv-

 

2Fd PukWIFzLHuW5vRm-2 FPm ICa N5cZi2YNsFFnha Ra 1It9fKA3OmAOsOPh2-2FIefO2CKnktYm49TkK6L6s33Kr4tMSLKvP6-

 

2BBrPjWDOHJtw8rPogwZtEG-2B34PlohaVXBfLfJiM PpE32255Dha66nsxxQIMoozRBStsi81wEv8SOxN-

 

2 Fgn PfvG rrH HtSkcRycyEgvQWvFXbaGrbT2YRFMCQ3SFy7y4R4hd Lqo-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Flo Kelly <flokell @comcast. net> 
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 3:46 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Flo Kelly 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2 BbiUhDRb65cFdAR5u7OXvMDBvpS1N-2Fm Enr6Onkt-2Fdqoa3mIO97r4P-2B9DYTq9-2 B-2BCU32Q6ADh-2F3 nXpO5KX-

2Fw55jFCRzO1cc1rhMOb35G7nbkIAbDLBIPLofFEZs6KR2uIVBdjP1q 15uHGpBCDgrt6iBFrSuwHT-

2F9gBmGq9J7NTvDj6xiL03659dv4Bs9PhIfgM4rwt9hewWIOwyPM 1DBPAjd8CesVOuE3gXHrHYgObirL17yqO6Uoh 1DCJ bxb 
YxPII6CRmtUzTrpXgSu7IjWP1RB05dtUQVRPOLgtYbg3bCEwTpKqs-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Ian James <ijames@cohsf.org> 

Sent: Monday, December 5, 2022 4:05 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Ian James 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhy4M MZc5U DIMvy-2FLFfU nf1rtb7LB1t2FJitDitWG3h14hOOeLtG-

 

2 FeWYXG1N R3n9tuHJSgBsPmpDEQEbH4SbZj7 Nv8JxpAKOn4vM husN P9jd8dXtao5RuSSk19u-2 FbfdXW7BLWx-2BWJ4ij7-

2FJAohPZOk6xrAVV6mKZIvxOH5mrnvQmeM-2FFY8UmxMyGWPSZbpnWoQP7U3IuF3ADDst9bcJvBZe9FFbna LwGm-

2FwyU40sUfw7Wx97zTWaks7jiJcO-2 FpPU2wOEQTa4HTU Meh2E9ZoL5ed-2F9XWcmU UcQnizODnnSzqCw-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Tatiana Lewis <tatiana@prisonerswithchildren.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 10:51 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextuat infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Tatiana Lewis 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFd blyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ Ia0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUh1tgP1GYKJeIDOIrDkdnTMp8300CSn95KdBA'/-

 

2 Bhm EK5pB1uXiB5tOrUKTw1raSaddahLhXa HYJVI mh7sZBsKuzzpqqd H1o5wQxaYpU5c2oT624Xka67XQWIz-

 

2Bwt6x3dJGii8ISN 16Tj7 K-

 

2BVH PpaWSXibekmxRrzBwrSxq b4q9LRf9pfFUva2Gzd RsT30czpnblFUvUa nurvgVnYEsAxVTZbouCI8dgxVNTOWYt-

 

2FRCytJxYZVa8nVh-2F3KvOIHJ EHFFk849nxZlO5-2FfPhCXZhbPcEXEUJEWNi4XF-2FCLUXR4Hqk-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Anthony Ginez <anthony@cr-i.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 10:51 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Ginez 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkj I FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhOp82BRfwXKOACt8lpMGxREjy545IS76rno-

 

2BHfcsfnIrwwn1XYLaRxq6wuH06jF3sktk8TIa4KT4fHmq4LYcuqeQnq HtdRw61qB5E7V7mxVQnzZ175DosaBG ksl-
2FfG Dvi8Zt9cgQTtsbYc8ysaioNCvYTetCZBicS46qILXH FOYDqNknO5vXnp4hQjIq-2BUxzFVHvgN DvM3jhhTV-

2FtCcIRi8Fx2Bkr6bZvc2H ruzW-2FtvI3jzMy4DnjfvXm9s52gOPrLPM3s-2Fx4v6Ghcv3TCcUsFOFecWoXFm7h7HUvuH3iJXY-
3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Usmaan Alloo <ualloo@cair.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:19 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Usmaan Alloo 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf Mxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhhvossYgA-2BEyOrrOLeSJsfOQ1YzyMCOkkg5YBOs3ZKG RYd Me6XQ-2BJTzs3Sszg6HdbGczqMv6-

 

2Fn4zeIkeXIAIIpvpykZ5zrv1ZoDjuM bNgCmr-

 

2FFr43xbV25UYYOtnwsqTFZH7RE1dhQIIyU1wkI6oKA2yT7oVX9Bd HOy9SOVPG kADxd I IVt5-2Fx1FobMVu6LXaCBTVSo5V-

 

2FZnO-2 F8GvCBOtQj LMo-

 

2 B22G 1hZzkPiOWZU65qtO.KrGyVknW5jXNT4om M UADwFDtTbOuk7kOXeavNgv5CVDF08HtDWikpQuIGjEpafs-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: "Dr. Hatem Bazian' <hatemb@berkeley.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:19 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Hatem Bazian 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkj 1FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf Mxait-2F60$Ma k0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-2BbiUhwA108-
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2F9-2FEhdRMqOq1W9GIFb-2Fg8bWRnikLOVoSnKx29S1E8Wdf-

 

2 BIi1kwGJvN Iya Bm E8wWhJtcgGj14QJ3GQHYi3MQoE904tq25f F-2 Bkrwrvq2 KLeOrZ-2 FYG u KlOw9qs4d laY-

 

2BPG1M N H lhTq DRZcRAtAmCSJQm BZTnux1Xl8zcsJZ9-2FsV5rEOPOOXf-

 

2BrgnAYlX7iKQ4YXW4xBStmM H4HmwizTEBN I Ea FG U La nSg4hWBL7qM3jEr7BCP-

 

2FOVB63lRoo4vq53xiukHcBKEuchmtZfwJ lOZ1PwApbgKTZqZv1-2 FA-2FoOY-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Sabra Suharwardy <ssuharwardy@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:26 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Sabra Suharwardy 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianZWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf MxaJt-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2 BbiUh 101-
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2B9qe7JoLG3wHzVBC1x5jJgwF38rQH 1v3wAp-2Fj-2F6C7nR1kU FXyq5EBFG F-

 

2BH307ybmr1h3RBh PrBwCfyIeXk6yeSGDzSVZU Kqhu5hTTvULsfkXIAnh7Ua-2FEME-2F7qD4d3KPiszIc9Ua-

2F4G48Ej58GxHnG-2BTGGEAIx2J7m8-2BaoG1fBMS-2B3ZwSWD9IkTrsHjHCnqg-

2FLxShbWNsPPkrqwsPmWHkOtgC3Oc3zsq2hCPI6pmb2feRvC9xZU UK5noDc5cOdPbt6RIRCH EVToTxAvYOOyKL3DYyaYKiVT 
DHSN1FtT1g7R80V-2Fd4fNJevXBrCoO> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Sayed Refai <srefai@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:28 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Sayed Refai 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOiIa0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqiW-
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2 BbiUh5sLKOBVIjIm LN KDT7VzaSFCisNFgUuXP1uX5pEYbOG Lc-2 FTcAQSbsa msB94y1d UKbOPIMQcekEGxfa-

 

2 BhhHss3e4TLOSOYAVFPanbC3qWZOwRiQBRWOxyvmdF8CTe5c9-2 F38joAM IIoKsIQLwrTGVdS6pwuJOIG-2 BuOSc3ZBjg-

 

2 BFM puOM DpS4a EO n6Zxf7JOnOd FKxtvgG bg5j-2 Bm PuS3ygpAt2Vpt2EXaSzkjKFWe UeBo-

 

2 BYXxhdVweS3 M hVuooMCxytkPj9HY6IZk-2BQj-2 FR2BbT63XNshQXicPdV1uXfPnv1rqeQ-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Mali Daimee <madaimee@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:30 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Mali Daimee 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F60$Mak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOila0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhU33pU FyXNeN uPPjStUVLebONGuGi2F2FgC1nFCqOEv8OTR4ZXuxpLyZ-2FIFIkntPOOmWflrZqJ26UWC4QZZSD1qd-

 

2 Bz28ugVEfa DhyuY2 ROXwgzejf81Xtg2yAngG 1u1sMWYI LAWN EWkS9Xa8k74WJzkonhmYj-

 

2F3 UuVOAkjaOJG22oyIz8dJ US-2FXgDmOj6dFLpi6mwFm5Uc8r-2BNqM-

 

2B7iXLVcDs9O4cngFO2WRM LSXrZHfyLzxbUS3uK8WCkoJ6MCwhtdXqOspK72qGQyHS8k18BRK8WYB9r5352XtbfPRP1kSfQ-

 

3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

-----Original Message-----

 

From: Aisha Alloo <samaualloo@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 12:33 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is  waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Aisha Alloo 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-
2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMa kOLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhTM FbVyY1yA66Thrhk9AiHmEBQ-2BbGB3fU8ZxxpH6GkzTjVRCLo-2Fw5d-

2BEWOCXwau02xpYOTp6Go900h58VKFeyRv9dN Ly5iZ5E2fIS-

 

2FnxocU Dt6eiX2Ja3QD8TsM2NKBg4TdTJz55xw77CUv5uNQimg9eUSvqEhN1HOkBvXwLCeCRzfDqqap-

2ByTbSOA7SBIDaOm4SQ6LXezew-2FW2ZwQgRzarOvDdCdnDVZsY5utiMwidBp-2B-

2FszyVOjkPwPxDQYUyI8ndXASOT5Uhc&tOUTqII9hHpoDSE5BjD7qa-2FiY5WqrAAE-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Arif Azim <arif_azim@rediffmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 1:33 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Arif Azim 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaskjl FA7P-

 

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOila0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2Bbiu hN72fK-
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2BWirJUd RUruaeO7uwpNxwjak7WuIgts932VyePEXnr2HCeVyto7S3ENy-

 

2 BFhwGrLw9IsegwQBk7PzOZAhiIg8Lj8ZS1E7jgc7i9hWEgT8QINt8n Iti 1P16-

 

2BJjyAhafnQwLSB1BfZiaG hxxfGxICD9yMTLq6DAaaYXxB2QX7 H 1XhcJcKS8ezec-2BpIigV7gb1gWnYhhf4vQyD-

 

2BAhVxo2VDrdOOo H5yXE-2FJ DRoXsLM-2BBWb-2 F4ebbEN FQ6Biv1fsRTcyH lA3LrAVE-

 

2FRqLNmULbexKOkQd74BwyBFA9B1pAOw-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: "Iris Biblowitz, RN" <irisbiblowitz@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 6:58 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. I've witnessed these pretext stops of BIPOC youth in the Mission, a 

traumatic experience for any young person. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Iris Biblowitz, RN 
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<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjIFA7P-

 

2 BFzxEmru5AKI3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2 F6QSMakOLqxKIqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ IaOkRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLIpqJW-

 

2BbiU hxbu FchybLrxtiYmQ7Pbgz8SYLvdi5zrfXd3hg7O68a I  IgkyKeCz4d3yg2WvcOwTIc6U uiOERT5wN2kTnPJ FEXDFEySEKLR 

iOSNVECn7iEIe-2Br4rT50um BOYmVu9C7s3wLBnprKAXNWTM29PBE-2FB-

 

2BamqWNwZ4YjAej1uhn8bGVpXO5YpxdxfGvEh PH-

 

2 FrndLsXQHJ EcpVFQpvxJccVrdm BhQvGo3nOaxPaYq RSitppRS42kKeVwGl PCLbq EIPfRi-2FRPV-2B900Cxjp-

 

2BhAcI HNqsE9ZKvEOqi2IiKx2w3dvTHJk-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:48 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Mohammad Mohiuddin <qadirmoh©hayoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 9:28 AM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Mohammad Mohiuddin 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-
2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxaJt-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2 BbiU hwbkf1XTyZAEI40JVAbrRkecP889Qh7wukvmYsa2zLC72L-2 B RoSJC2b Ucfv45-2 FpJ7a-

 

2 B67L9eN hpC4a BQ6c1yWmyYQOzb-2 BR-2B5MArFuc4OwupDKGkEFUT1zjGJOPU-

 

2Fiibf51kpvG6eggYNrWY1zgI MzvnYYOGqXRqh68m nqM uayoRq n3ABHm K9  h4lfnxiyOgl8-2 F4zsEB7TZIU4pv42pB1tK5I H-

 

2Br5oga B1-2 Ba8eAXigwx-2BYyHxW-2 FAvxKKWh1h14-2 FM DKN3-2 FjI r-2FZM Fmxvyg2-2 Flw27-

 

2FI5ju5Ghk23IMcEKOnIURY-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

--Original Message-----

 

From: JL Angell <jangell@earthlink.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:39 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

JL Angell 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6Nzyph5g-2 FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-
2 BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fd blyddfMxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiUhCANir085BKb4k1f2eChDOYy-2BYG F1ra4Y-2Bbp1Aa4BIzbZv-2BdA05YDgojZxGNxkxnGbEsp3AgCLoyaEpjd-2FA-

2 BqCOABh LBg9-2 FOwD48-2 BVaGTIAM d N u93 PLBz2m-2Bq Rof KX8f ktoyOq Ki-2 BmwcksOQAKDi6yqYptuo5j FDBBPW7ax-

2BhW-2F-2FmZTwHI BHnWWSxx8h3HFUOz8cYr7o-2BjrJComABJwrd87Yv-2BtzTAOtfJEgjSK-

2FjTJgNApnWX8hmx6CPuouPSMm28CjTVxBBxKqEizEOQrpO3OHESWwKBtImGYU000cpVz4-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Aneela Ahmed <Aakmd@comcast.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:43 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Aneela Ahmed 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2 BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddf MxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiU hn9iSymOx58ibrvUPdfaNvdCQUOb8bpgb7FCdPW8JTLSuqbpU6iqW5moDcNajLSpZ8su2n1-

2F45SDxGxg9zI4BEOtouxbt2bBKMzthXkr772NQ.mTsw1kTa9zr8HNVe3Is8bhTb8OjMqwIOR8PIb7vk69q FI2ZXy-

2B9w1CYyLp6JZwKOXPW-2F8erebSq8jCRQTemCzyORizF1rCOB8dGRKO1Zou5XxAcFYf7tNDfbkRkzGLZM2XcruNyZ-

2FRuyU3GJh9IwWLARcnJtp7FUKZMYZ6G Byh9-2Fc6V2ODvt-2FeDhO7Y-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Amro E <yoroe@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:45 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Amro E 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

 

2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd Fd blyddf Mxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqiW-2 BbiUh2wCCbi-
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2 FcD34ttv RX7ZI-2 FLAEJ PTQWX2jxZm3scPqzvWUeVYVjt4frvRRKAS5Ru7L9-2F-2Fn9BzBG2bwH7Erg3f2rjAdA-
2FVQskfWztJ U F11i6aAkcxcoyBCHRldtTZF8DOsH r-2FLM37pdw-

2FgYy7gtiFjGmycxxwIjXbnsncY4tCzXf4n1XdkyoM BPgW6WDD7kpad-2FZBPd53dJQ09U KPCS3rXoTbHflfuMr5-

2FzIMre6WFRDDQinOKlxqzjOdGA6i25GhGxN1ytgAwr-2FGghELfhfs7448DIYfOSu-2F58idWgNpWH-2BZg-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Genevieve Fujimoto <fujifuji8kamo6sonic.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:49 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force — even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Fujimoto 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upnbyh5vNyt5xa6Nzyphsg2 FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-
2 BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Ed blyddfMxaJt-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUh8DJvBHWeahtHdDHqXGkAOuSERXi2VxQI9uTmIzdnBnQDH-2FSHjU9hZ54TZ4xhrzYHWjvBeUc-

 

2 B3  kWykVdjPbrV6GofN BnhbEGVFzXuabvZPCds-2BK4w54Mq LY2J2Cp93wI3-

 

2 BATsj khJ b5 FAQgbs6VfeX2SG rSSJa 6p P LSHTYeM pooEZPFhRf5Jh-

 

2BrRg8U9mV7w2Zznl LUkud WLCkEOW1z6BGEbBZGquEcg32m NS42sc9S-2F5QXCTPJ RdaiQj43OF4dbwuTqvTuzEE-

 

2 BgcqO5-2F-2FmoEN8PfF8sTycrIdnbN3PG7Cs-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Janet Klein <kleinjanet@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:53 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Klein 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytWsianzwAyiaskjlFA7p-
2 BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxaJt-2 F6QSMa koLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhih FNwXwhvg2yIcFxk5OT8VU I1i37Gg1rqxAOZI BhSQ.pM LC-

 

2 BvR6upiLnG IMtBOH Rfs3 k43i I iVZOZRo7Q6Z6Jd PnYkJsPAHTZbXLewyr9101aG UTdxT9fOWi42jkJvkLB LTVWUCTPeAn2 F-

 

2 Ba 3yS3yVvOvCYMQrb5 U3Stfvgqq 1P7V9 Rk-2FjafoRwgK3-2FU8U PAEnegZQdTjDui7z4M8D3ydSAdxDIba MOsOUQr-

 

2 BsIsp1ROFD-2 BTLNA04p6O4iERnFOe3OKeGqg8jUmYwbsJvxJ I KOuaTQavYDtrwaXtNWqpVuoO-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Renee Enteen <yidshlid@earthlink.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:56 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Enteen 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-
2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFd blyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhI85QPhdOgfbfUSOynX5rS-2FudFKDJtfXeqNBmXmVf-2BwAD-2BgMyVwvvyX7N U2q-2B-

2FJxPeeJ9MOAXdLFvVdN4tW3HyegDrmk7pZ9aYPw3n5xOAdZZnm2nBwBPXrov-2BT9- 

2BpTPAiFpcOh7p5I1hq2KKtWbFVu6RWdqNWLhcvBBjiM3Mcv9Fm3iKqaR7hVI5Vi4IhkRpBB6TqA3CZtoN38RWnPBELaoQo 

sx-2BBkDqAYExEBxIWiExPeujNYZZSYuOnLUe9BHxV9PS6dqcb7u N584U P6CInQaAmoQgHWWtuxOhNLk-2FN9A-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Michael Tomczyszyn <mtomczyszyn@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 6:59 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force — even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is  waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Tomczyszyn 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5vNyt5xa6Nzvphsg2Fytw5ianzwAyia5kjl FA7P-
2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd Fd blyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ laOkRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqiW-
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2BbiUhmNMWvp3Sdy5Fsngyy9uaP1HL330GLAYxnYW8h3VOO-

 

2BPOQJ HelrEeHZNAyq bYxNdOMsBfWOQT4LcJq5RvvkQrb1Me3bqC621UfdXgcpLwiOq9WAr9pwn NV9d UwKubvYu M kihA 

4LAnL2ZxOo2NCMteITX7-2FP7h-2FW8wdodWIVCe-2F1E6mM p2KxbsMoEYIkKomcRW3gEwW1v8Ocrnfc9bt8rdh R-

 

2 BuTcqi U E4AmoVne3y1LxG H h 2 P36MA-2 BZW3Qd L-2F75SqV6nQIAu06I6MYP-2B7Eun2MwCGynzi0eabxbp86X64rbZg-

 

3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Said Mansour <said3177@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 7:01 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Said Mansour 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3yddFdblyddf MxaJt-2F60.SMa koLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhB29xAIQSRUrsZ3BPjwK5sjHXNg5Y8HaLFxmnm-

 

2 BFvdfR4mdSiu6J N4qQmGZ4QLq37tnvdqbAGgd RfOiqAPtWO2XgusDPdJ DnivNzN PLQmzQC4MopbbuG BAZTFu7mc9Eg2a u 
61IdOoTM L2wSUzZWT-2FpvGZfK-2BR3QH09J8uA1A52xAoe2yx950L092BG5-

 

2FbvfsOmwI7P8mfQ9 KTUoolsNSMXJqq1axrNffKkeU2sCryEIeFxd3sfONLOioPkn5NmW9Qjdo5sv3SWW8phi KSKCwmer3 N L 
68IGIvOG8RUt9PBfZI-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Eric Nichandros <ericnich@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 7:24 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Nichandros 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzwAyiaSkj I FA7P-
2 BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fd blyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiUhz2sG B2WnwOtLe5uLuf5M N8nyAOuYi7r8Edbjep8piicH-2BCjIFqAwXr4xaxwqWRpvRMevpJ kp2EgIRDgQ-

2FzoAyqriaS3ARidpkpOU6kItiKIAAo IGi5n RPaAnL2q5KyDFBG4MWzuO1fdxfyra EYTY8kgSRqTYOyiiKGXfINCzDaGgIbMY-

2FFNXTb2P-2F7qBW21HE401hvPvM-2FMXi5MabhH PQv688Zgc84tiq3xbbE1G6LwQKouTEyBdSNsiVT8dXVRTKe9FA-

2FgxG7zD8ZYObQHbMjEGuabE7FpLOyNDrTZ1Vhck-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Shahnawaz Saigal <swsaigal@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 7:28 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Shahnawaz Saigal 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

 

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqiW-2BbiUhExCy1Z-
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2 B6Bj B-2 FGAiTFASa UYCIK4WJXJ Pkp1BVLrcAb-2BCUvnjvPeXdLI1kSJ m 1C2ZnQHv4UcOvZwTnZpZOEtrWhe2vO7b4RAewy-
2BNomZ1tHI0keRyWqwFKbHnaHMih3aKHJ8vy8tkfksH289UQ7UbjHpxnxhigDnhkx6YKHI21jiZDbezwC6EHxNsHHNvR3pQo 
9 K9 LP-2 BIOOHgh-2 FRTo3p2 R9LP7JbvDU NJC5nd hJ H HW9YcxcQde h-2 BOTBtyH-

 

2 FYoCYSZN i Nc7 PpTOOq BLOV5BN rH KN4ZH RSwIg62 UdWHgsevqeg-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: "Warren M. Gold" <wgold@me.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 7:39 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Warren M. Gold 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytWSianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMa kOLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiU hNkwbdyyr-2 Fq BOm46Wp-2Fa8IjMGTjSjD7rOrcj8khApJAtTsot-

 

2FOPo6woAEDuM HiB2LvR9d pWKNwGsE1c07CI5hM NfMdynBgChAXzUe-

 

2Fyxueo8Ee7U pHYMqAtYU EQvikA7ernXigfzamSsXNOnOuqCCYL2XNX6YFsHLT5pPkm-

 

2BoIzKFYERTnLopRgMaPw8nf8pbhQ,ayUrLqePPmTb-2FSgHQyGtMcdCDWTdg7N5tV7gY7aOs-

 

2 BU M5TR9HkHxI5CkYri9Kw4Lhy1eXKQrJ504cFmpdT3G 10NXsNo268BVQAhmtRDI-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Susan Perez <bianing@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 7:45 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights — to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Perez 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-
2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiU hnGG95AkipI9ohAbTv5eqU K9wkyexCJ-2 Fi4V9fF-2 B-

 

2 FKrizRR9h4Ngm6vdfS1FwGvkyqAYEb2TSg8J Rgsq 1EztRmX43ZrLfinyCyY-2FS968qhHx1hj5Ex7RRIJu20I phZOsKt1-

 

2FBwLgT9aKTVamgu MZn1NV5KZ4oQZFDLmB4W5FnqnLNCWlW8d r-2 ByRH KOM7SAYBYcUvKs673CV-

 

2 BtLO Kfq uQKAcj R2aAJjL3xFw9Q9W2CZRc6cB4N5Go38-2BrQsOQuEd I6sfBYyXvhVCHZow1IAEcZOkNYjQyjgbOTL-

 

2FxTG nkUVKznU-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: STACIE CHARLEBOIS <armostacie@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 8:22 PM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 
Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 
broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 
search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 
less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 
Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 
searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 
Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 
and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 
killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 
which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 
terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 
provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

STACIE CHARLEBOIS 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaskjl FA7P-
2 BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhnW5TmOksw6oqSoPkNJ6Wx6-

 

2 BjFI Eb03CL7nd PMzve2xUGvfnHDtoIcNasEhjX9VTYAdkFJ H79gaodeRADIOM7uOOM3Xan BpYI uJxWsck3oi 1Yk1PMtM Iwdi9 

T77ghMAzIU LlfJg3r9v4QkKlm09QpWPww6LjtIk-2FeDPrFFK1hSKIB83 U bi89B6SuPtsLYrp-2BkI BYmzhkp4JcOeTIy2IVJ Kiqg-

2BLEoF2q BpQ,fIjmCvEZAx8oXUn-2BJiQj37Rgd WvelbttTUwG-2BM-2FUm4dXgE-2BsYVU1okq U DQCisuwizqSe3KU U-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Jawaid ljaz <jawaidijaz@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 9:26 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Jawaid ljaz 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqiW-
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2 BbiUhELSQi24S3hiOliELEhOUp7fnGmb5Cr6PCQDq EovMTbbFrIuOSuw9yjB5zOk3j49H-2FLgGizUFLmfKIXG nLxvhsi9v6uuX-

2FDKyPJfiPWR2tEZOnuUe7vcu22XcQX3LZiArkNeUOp7M n BEOQjwe8o 188cTJJt3 FPxrTpcSdnU nAhzmslwKrs-

 

2 Flu PEmKyMiYKidQ6FDH7G pybyonola Kkf4Ev-2Bs5M9uI2EYsH U F7aZItg59rFpq-2Fz5mxRiJ775fx-

2FHTCXRFRkivaDKGqKzRZ2EnhIUH-2BesKtHKM-2BMRwuAuKM-2BVo-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:47 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message--

 

From: Samuel Durkin <samussr337@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 9:47 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Durkin 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMa kOLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiUhBpn 1siVvgPg2z-2F7A-2FN7DQ.49X9w5q mbIjkRpPJ2AGfgZPOwTepkTBKZ12OV4W2NZFO8-

 

2 F75 nXSwYzITJmYO6wQ3-2 Fj-

 

2 FJ N U rZLiOueuKTQL8wVoAVujtdJ7xktJ BgPz8sj8RIiH3qQp8MQVvATQzDYUwzYgZ617CVV7mY1SHZJOPPZK0mdXYU8hefl DIO 

W83YL-2Fn09NWIsvIBi6JP08u9XeFDYnDEM-

 

2F7iUSodI NITBvxhyBt1N3fSxKOMJX2Q3hBBm IVwwLk3XIBJyt6wwR9o2iGwlAOI7AACt8E2iZf-2B7PUAWZE3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-

 

From: Nora Privitera <noraprivitera@comcast.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 10:23 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights — to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Nora Privitera 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upnbYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2 F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhAfM7AiPurEcQL8Ng-2Bdn-2BLhcCpSWGgo-

 

2BI5UmYM8f9YRuSUzd PbmYrGDPPforzFna7Vd1N4esOA7r5eFTcMezJ DaoL9rFnre4sEpM2zYT-

2FBfGE3bH7Pqh1SfhvYjQnsh1KFuKKt1wZgU B-2FgFtd IjQuDO2vc-

2F4XjbVP9YuqJ31j8kbmk2I5V7n1PyxAvxipfXRwF6RFtgtcNTiGJXe2mtpifjRD9N5qK-

2B56qIsv12tTLHY7m8nQy8oAYF5tIkN3V3s2Oau8Ymy7-2B9x3qwuTOpWKhde HazRwIeboT8BHzm Rqco-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Johnna Edmunds <edmunds@sonoma.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 10:28 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

iohnna Edmunds 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMa koLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhbuWXoKF2Vp2cpJrbXErkCoZIWxu5C9OPX-2 FZuqi DB2P-2 BW-

 

2FTwSuvcgWy1t7jHJ MzbR2VCI6z4DTvdot9VIFd W2WMQX1unOpzNXcrR4aWjzIvIiQg-2F9vLf1-2 BDIcYEGWCa5KNigvS-

 

2BGCvWIaMc1ahaHoxJdu9iUIyzv2BFcAQKACRU3M7pZ81GkO3NUDW5BO4ONOhHmSh500M 

2B08AKU2n D7dzTPNcRUeQ-2B3X4bFJ Lt-2 FAY-2Fb-2FBF6p-2FihKg9-2B6-2FkZkHjnkSQI BIwLyKbKC6-

 

2Fy8ucNTIOfDuGUbiXznDSEU m NO-2 Bffk-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Abdul Haq <abdulhaq5l08@comcast.net> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 10:45 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Abdul Haq 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf Mxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ ta0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2 Bbi U hiAROVZ3 hvZi bJia7zgGVi2cEXv4q uOXvj FJwSyvVgwU WObyOVy64N Ier2x9 umjWom n Ip46J pXb4n hZZ-

2BInK25TJPfQDyGc4deh67HjyQQcsq-2Bx2UMaifz9OSJCvdmDFI6X21eQtL3OIKW-

2BYXblcGQSixvBkOo1Deb9bb1zg2oPp6&M h2XBSebkNYdq4utCdcgevhmfkJ U FH8Wx5KiZRchPKo26z57Q7P7dhAX-

2FK9W3rJ2Ff-2ByOPCw69B9q6801q1ROdPV38tbVahzBvwxsNTV8EJ KwtpVqz8hFHOh-2FtYac-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: thalia lubin <thalia@thalia prod uctions.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2022 11:49 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

thalia lubin 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FYtW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3yddFd blyddfMxait-2 F6QSMa koLqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhoX71fjOodr-2BiOcb17J IWD9C31HwE7H5Kk-

 

2BZfjoGbx1y9G3e5wEjpVUiou Ra N4kmr81LHq FE2XpHSnx819ik4HfLMDWzym N MI5DCPjvu1F7OS59DXVO6o-

2F2KsEUirdaG-2Fkexk-2FOgRWCpAP8DCNrtNa8I bpKBOgHj5OuqrVM FzdSfj7ScOLfDc-2B1T3H PjE-2B-

2FZeiStpUn6dzIb6NwOd NFFTxO5KA9FBb5eYWDlKaVYHCBy66yp3E5BG1IrmH N-2B5Os4zB9ofCeO3xj7vfxYr-

2Fp53LM HSAuP-2BFRsM65rtZzJ E-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Alice Polesky <askalice@pacbell.net> 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 1:09 AM 
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Polesky 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/ open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOi la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2Bbi U  DHVgUev02hLuEU 1KTAt-2Bc-2 FPXFv-2 FEJTfKH M6LxM-2FH KvtGY-

 

2Bd7YiCMn2Iy7jbzFTL7UnzAb4vw45Dz6ioiyhRDywbI5LuKyInP5U86uwvMjI8UFtLaIPP-

 

2F2vIVOgn KovMCXQCV5Ua R4RzZgg7TiE803MSq7W2-2FZ8ov9mZJZSi-2 F-2B7wpkOnGHULM Pa2n LnJ IwvKci-2B7WW1N8-

 

2 FC49 mTVOYfD3t3 peo ppCUOj9qfU hiYxNO-2FN5OCgPkii9hz75IidIwnXUAcZGpoZWXhn6BHyH22WzSOUJwL-

 

2FuONAM U70zammA4-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Tedi Mills <tedimills@icloud.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 6:51 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Tedi Mills 

<http://feedback.cha ngemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F60,SMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-
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2BbUhFLqm2O5JWPQb7S7zRd-

 

2FDAVLOEidqqc9w25EcFrdkfiqaUGjQsL2IbFBFnYRvIuxYsQGgPzHnleMQoxRuNH02CsJonO,foJsssWMwHf1rWVivKHSFmW 

dZj KIXI2Kca FD8IQZTgVvwdtI N It3CI B2V4WRzzZ9cbU FG6FQ6Adm Pp Izw7cEOmzoQwdQ4VYn Kpru k8vyTwMj bTPHTxqWCM 

K2obwGdd8VUtzzin2hCD5BExfmcNaunbVfUGOquKzveGpPAGwDyhFAbzqjDS-2BqDHuTSrod NQ.-2BeCjHiIi BLPr059PVM-

3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

--Original Message-----

 

From: Michael Grant White <michaelgrant2@mac.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 7:37 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Grant White 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianZWAyiaSkJlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd Fdblyddf MxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2BbiUhnYL7ST-
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2 FvotwSCKk6 H 3ypwaTSa5AmoDt9 lm LwKrj ljpy-2 B4ALO F-

 

2BlOkaql M nOOVTty14yP2Zq MsQciRcU EHzh Uxqm Ks9QAns333-2FY3ZGitEjRLfZ5oJq5TrW-

 

2 F2YH39da7UcK3P2iH052Y7uBOmQkOA6sUX115tLtR37ztKY3a1HiC7-2B90-

 

2 F4EAWTvswmucX9VN I kzQKxYOGbI Whx4Agof9H5zBCPSNqXHYFf2L6C57ILKFCsLauJ NFwrh-

 

2 BFvzkqspgYXOYkPx4axxizW6LhxsOo H rd3-2 FXgnSG LylAl IAWvQ-2 BWw-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Karen Kirschling <kumasong@icloud.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 8:13 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Kirschling 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F60.SMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2 Bbi U hsZEsxcUyf-

 

2 BAKBCfid UJ3XM BFkmo7HdsqKVgJ3nOyYOJjRHvrN8G1bhfQvornL7C6eF5PPQjAG1p5DH EfHJZd6vryh6hrGgVzN nBhmXI4d 

HfFIT4OZE1jTnJCsAsLG FU Dd L8YAgwWxIPb9rIaAnaS8rj8FneUtIM 1-2Bk778WPywR4QI-2FAMvYPU n78HeSOtjd8zhah-

 

2FKwTZZNOX3PzAqmz-2Fm9DKuzConAq BMZDoCuWJgJTwCmPqcSBnxGG-

 

2 BjCjQUETbeu6n21Cd bjYpIxLkLePf9cBQ128R32gZ9uWm N Efp5vY-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Giovannina Fazio <fazio@sndden.org> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 9:05 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights —to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Giovannina Fazio 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqiW-
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2BbiUhcog3IEax5vErWxsSQlSsLkDgsnyxIUWm r07LFS8IxDzH7Qr1tiVmCvBChM 1NcYwcijqRMZg36vIIIscX1jF61W48Xr8n3V 

9oVZcvucN3S32VIwKZgLjdkeEMVodTnG4Tgb6qLipvMAKdoEMeWuZoOTxM7ic6dHohlNAiuIUSZ5DqEIhZBSOJ9qjZ72wGkV 

EgKiGMmYzu-2FUELBVXCB17XZWoNAx1IM N4PK4CCF62xxYNh5UQ-2FXOQaT15HL8gnsxr9pSm-

2FP4RMOIc6QwOxFyRgiiJ7ZodxoR2NdG-2FrK4oU35M-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Rukaya Hetu <rukaya62@comcast.net> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 9:11 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force — even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Rukaya Hetu 

<http://feed back.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2 FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2 BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhUUbP45-2By7Ie9MU-2B-

 

2FgJu4DirxMqCM6Ahud 1nMANgYkvjXBfXabfmEO4RshrPxWtufaekomyDk1SiUh3QVdOu HVKEfOQTmxQpvXsRxbLtPGSVUj 
3COrJKmq29SabfG-2BBmDZe-2F7LAchV-2 FOen6xJLycPF3DbP-2BLUzOpQUjwV3BuOFnWM bscXJ6z5D-

 

2B2mOYTeMTo6VQZRYnM8Wi I6tOCxuWRIuKD8HhTxBcR-

 

2B6JdAh6xzgZtcRI BAU9IlFS6SUthNQ.gP3Qs7OYcvbRA3rg4tEGielZDgtktIGITd3CPYKgOd pbsA-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:46 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Angela Adams <grateful1990@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 9:13 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Adams 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiUhuyJ1tVuyHVSdTOefOzFjuil2EyAI-

 

2B4hO7qcTWTmUC1qA6gNDRLCiLqM KOrxY7CzcRisGON FLXq16kPsxs6dYCef FlqwbXxXrHd-2FJ n ExW3ccH77471-

 

2FSfJk6CCI RjoZ2pFI5GibslCafricxwLQTh W9ar7O-2BThGd DViowuBC2DbuMuM Fu7xX-2B-2F-

 

2 BcI9H 1hNQSAa K8xQvYNtigr9-

 

2B6zRmi07jOjYHrjcFisCbf6zZz9wLVI8yH Rbs4gcpoHT1I2ZrzYkqCpdbKikfWC9I htKG6kbsy4skYZpD38PP1mxbF99VM-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Akbar Soleimanieh <akbar@westfab.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 9:39 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Akbar Soleimanieh 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upnbYh5VNyt5Xa6NZYPhSg2FytW5ianZWAyiaSkil FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9k5uOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiUh1pz5gPfDEAiYoFkvM IxYoy2IiqT3ztsYEGjHiBNS-2BwHv1HwOYPYGALOLDOG-

2BIU5T1GzgGUZDGWOD(FohzRsDxcN1KdyQ1hkxV2lkBj2N6hL-

2FhlCAZwA8NFjQVcgqK5dcrqesNVeIT7uPmgkQ55pFb8Wo-2FYiwQBARmSUwn5A6-2FRg2IfGAC-2Bu6LTqye5tzP1H-

2BFIa kg8Kw6H8(ukOcxKcjO5AK3zOsT4ej5yZPq DIOkBC2FN9W1IYdhA96sB8Qu-2BRvXAzp-

2BfSkIYoEzBsAFPV1vdB4ubmnU FMz99fxWzNyI8g-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Sally Abbott <sa Ilya bbott52@outlook.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 11:24 AM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 
Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 
comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Abbott 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2 FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2 BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJ laOkRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLlpqiW-
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2BbiU hwxIpiR8EOPGxfDA8QiAd-

 

2BxZnyit7eivOWXR7omrNeOPnsonkFcmcuJ lzGgzpG M6sTdiFrvs5RROJT2KZKGqQeyCsI BkasOI4z2BioLIgNcKqjAykunPwDsc-

 

2ByjMs-2 Fm-2BNScKtvfCQ4jZcUPkoVKKiYr1IR-2Bg3DaJmjB9gQQ5s-2F7pt-2B-

 

2BOROdOs1M UunoKiCEtlq KT82I7lZkwyIbK3spWM PpiyFJ mNGSexyKOU8Y4Xjv7658eDf9yK51WCrH7z-

 

2FCepAspxG6BCFbkgWYeMTGvFhsOcPkiKCp2qWOD1IYTxNaI-3 D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Yasir Abdalla <ispranza@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 12:03 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops. are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Yasir Abdalla 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-
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2BbiU hXXnTJosAT9H Hl1aiNm59E1eips9OMRuOinsruft5LDiwxmO4K-2FnM3SSWAFVsHpXPiiftZI7-2FPervUfq9DZq-2FwJy-

2Bqm IJn4MOY8U-2BzxG Blio4-2BIY3g6S7uzZINS5UQmzDIYpVpkSDRDvSK390k1dGiAar1JVeS28ZZHPmCoBhV1-2Bt-

2BGkxXC4NxgMY-2Fq2f4ITO-2FQWBaOmzehkUxAtRCsgzgGObXVH6mPJixRq2eK-2FVe-2BMb-2Bh8LsLCZQh7cES-

2F7k6pFXZkNmZVrgwcNMGIMu6TkX6STCaOnyxZeEpMjI1EP7U8-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Jess Hernandez <jhern1993@att.net> 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2022 8:15 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Jess Hernandez 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upnbYh5VNyt5xa6NZVphSg-2 FytW5ia nzWAyiaSkjl FA7P-

2BFzxEm ru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJ la0kRopkWFZ6hd6d rnVLl pqJW-
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2BbiUhrCLqxjzk-

 

2Ft1OBvQNXbI4BAkZWqvOwDJUpguzARmlPo1YITcaG8fSBbM nbRTUhQNJ9C80MPBx2hqT4VIeUtsneueCiJ uYPM HfPq-
2FKKqOTxdM282-

 

2BFCVP4Mw5SiqIcf8NqmY3hKjb1N E01un6UhrPpopMcaPLXd4LXbU EVtL50aiwQXLwCrhMcM ImAq577YS2U474TYeuqtI5 
AOKaiS4j62VLOE1BVCXjEh52YHDGbIOxvcipp1XzNXpfvw9e5Kb3nnSfn9INmDitUHSbOfudG U HfVDLA6p3DffOMoz-2FKX-
2FNM-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Vic DeAngelo <phorum@me.com> 
Sent: Saturday, December 10, 2022 10:24 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I encourage you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops 

in San Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving 

with a broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass 

and search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force - even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Vic DeAngelo 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3ydd FdblyddfMxait-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmm UG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqiW-2BbiUh8bf-
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2FeCwVassOIF-2BOB5uH RPQ,QQxxOOZIoV2q6Oc-2FKD2I9bacWchEseXEBm9m6b-2BH7PwNiaddhIUTe7dJxF45w-2Bdt9A-

2FqSbxmkpfi852eheczNO2ugQ55U-2FaoIAcojY6hwjAFdn-

2FFf3fSn8UIXDoYu3P9ahTAPK9MdGcWBrk63228SlZBDBhtboESSiVNYN M2n6NiOszUijQxwriM3PxZztV4hPOJTlZinKPhp-

2BSTkAQN8NY3aT91jYqdXO3T3j-2BWygB-2F2BQdQ1bLdw9FPimwqOHGu NmCD-2FQPcU Iv-2FtsCLA-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Hatun Noguera <noguera @changes.wo rid> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 12:02 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>;  Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim. byrnesfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>;  Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 

Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 
* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
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* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes 

are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Hatun Noguera 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Please Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore 

traffic laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Stephanie Adraktas <stephanieadraktas@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 12:15 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org;  Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>;  Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Wa lker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondon breed @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Please Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 Dear Commissioners, Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic 

Enforcement Order 9.01. With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as 

failure to signal when making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, 

taillights or brake lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public 

safety, especially pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block 

traffic. Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through 

stop signs when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will 

crash with a pedestrian. While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it 

because it is dangerous to public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any 

remnants should be addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to 

abandon altogether the enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the 

following negative effects: * Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San 

Francisco, at the current rate there will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city 

goal is Zero deaths, with the elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that 

traffic enforcement in San Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission 

inattention. This policy only adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes 

without signaling, and other critical infractions that cause accidents. * More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic 

in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce 

shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot illegal guns in vehicles? * More crime. Small 

traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes are often arrested 

after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. This order only makes the streets more 

dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and the year isn't over. * More road rage. 

One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road to block 

traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will 

make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it 

creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police availability. And it goes against the proven 
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effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and 

implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed 

traffic order will surely impede morale and make police hiring and retention more difficult. Please vote "no" on this 

proposal. Thank you! 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Tami Epstein <tl.epstein@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 12:42 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Ya nez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.ya nez@sfgov.org>;  Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 
* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
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* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes 

are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Tami Epstein and Howard Epstein 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: ALICE XAVER <acxavier@aol.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 12:50 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim .byrne sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>;  Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

< m ayorlond on breed @sfgov.o rg>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 
* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
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* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes 

are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Chris Xavier 

D7 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 
Subject: FW: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

Original Message-----

 

From: Jennifer Kozicki <jkozicki@glide.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 1:19 PM 

To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org> 

Subject: Protect our community! End biased police stops! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Sergeant Stacy Youngblood, 

I urge you to please approve a revision to DGO 9.01 regarding traffic enforcement and to end biased pretext stops in San 

Francisco. Police use alleged traffic violations - hanging an air freshener or tasbeeh, sleeping in their car, driving with a 

broken taillight, and riding a bike without headlights - to conduct these stops, oftentimes as an excuse to harass and 

search motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Studies have shown that pretext stops are biased and disparately impact people of color. Black San Franciscans make up 

less than five percent of San Francisco's population but account for 26 percent of stops and 36 percent of searches. 

Since 2018, San Francisco Police Department has stopped Black people at least six times the rate of white people, 

searched Black people at least 10 times the rate of white people, and was at least 12 times more likely to use force on 

Black people than white people. 

Biased pretext stops have and continue to cause generational harm to the community and can lead to police misconduct 

and use of force — even death. Daunte Wright, Willie McCoy, Cristian Cobian, and Philando Castile were all tragically 

killed by police during a pretext stop. 

Biased pretext stops do little to reduce crime; however, it increases the chance of interaction with law enforcement 

which can result in the use of force. Research shows that enforcing pretextual infractions has significant downsides in 

terms of the harassment and profiling of communities of color and is a waste of taxpayer resources. Please adopt a 

comprehensive policy to prohibit these racially biased traffic stops in San Francisco as soon as possible, and do not 

provide SFPD with easily used exceptions that will reduce the effectiveness of the much-needed policy change. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Kozicki 

<http://feedback.changemailer.com/wf/open?upn=bYh5VNyt5xa6NzYphSg-2FytW5ianzWAyiaSkjlFA7P-

2BFzxEmru5AKl3yddFdblyddfMxaJt-2F6QSMak0LqxKlqTmmUG09k9ksuOJla0kRopkWFZ6hd6drnVLlpqJW-2BbiUhh89-
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2B61-2BhItEZw1rHV1naQIMz9gxb-2FcqSA4rSFoCpDxeIE46sMO7vrwODHjxh-2Bz-2FyNk-2BYO3j2tMZjT2E-

2FdxhaTfsA9bkhQgewOsQMysyS3QGCh6CfoiW3Ts5korPVxBk5mOuVN19vKpcj-

 

AE-2FWdQjh-2F-2F3qeMhWevKPyqRucpIh4WhBGGGFTeydzOxdqQg8XIP3GEOn64-3D> 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: David Troup <david@troup.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 3:29 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>;  Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood @sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondon breed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 
* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
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* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent 

crimes are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

David Troup 

2224 15th St 

SF resident and taxpayer since 2000 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:45 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Joe Sarret <jsarret@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 3:32 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>;  Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>;  Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>;  Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 

Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, diversity in hiring and leadership, not by 

ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will 

result in the following negative effects: 

* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 
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adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 
illegal guns in vehicles? 
* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent 

crimes are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of their probation or parole. This order 

only makes the streets more dangerous. And note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and the 

year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Joe Sarret (SF resident since 2012) 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic 

Enforcement Order 9.01. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Gary Cramer <cramergr@att.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 5:57 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<Jim. byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>;  Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Wa Ike r@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal 

when making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or 

brake lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, 

especially pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through 

stop signs when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will 

crash with a pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is 

dangerous to public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants 

should be addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon 

altogether the enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following 

negative effects: 

Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate 

there will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
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More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San 

Francisco from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more 

difficult to spot illegal guns in vehicles? 

More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent 

crimes are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of their probation or parole. This order 

only makes the streets more dangerous. And note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco , and the 

year isn't over. 

More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the 

middle of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes 

instead. Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding 

the 500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make 

police hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Gary Cramer 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

--Original Message-----

 

From: Jim Kovalcik <jimkov47@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 6:34 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<Jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone @sfgov.org; Ya nez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>;  Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>;  Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondon breed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 Dear Commissioners, Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic 

Enforcement Order 9.01. With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as 

failure to signal when making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, 

taillights or brake lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public 

safety, especially pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block 

traffic. Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through 

stop signs when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will 

crash with a pedestrian. While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it 

because it is dangerous to public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any 

remnants should be addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to 

abandon altogether the 

Jim Kovalcik 
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Singh, Kristine (POL) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 
To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

----Original Message-----

 

From: Nathan Lemkhin <nathanlemkhin@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2022 9:29 AM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>;  Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone @sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g,yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. With some 

exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when making a turn 

or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake lights. It would 

also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially pedestrians. 

Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 

- Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 

- More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
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- More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent 

crimes are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over.<BR>*  More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally 

drive slowly in the middle of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

DO NOT COMPROMISE PUBLIC SAFETY. 

Thank you! 

Nathan Lemkhin 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Please Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore 

traffic laws. 

Original Message--

 

From: Gilda Bettencourt <gilda_bettencourt@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2022 10:05 AM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.ca rter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.ya nez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>;  Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondon breed @sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Please Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 14, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

If the police don't enforce the laws, who will? 

Are these laws not aimed at protecting public safety? When did that become less valued? 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. With some 

exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when making a turn 

or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake lights. It would 

also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially pedestrians. 

Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through 

stop signs when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will 

crash with a pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is 

dangerous to public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants 

should be addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon 

altogether the enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following 

negative effects: 
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- Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate 

there will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 

- More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San 

Francisco from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more 

difficult to spot illegal guns in vehicles? 

- More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and 

violent crimes are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San 

Francisco, and the year isn't over.<BR>*  More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to 

intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles 

backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes 

instead. Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding 

the 500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make 

police hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

DO NOT COMPROMISE PUBLIC SAFETY. 

Thank you! 

Nathan Lemkhin 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Jane Wallace Ii <wallaceljane@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2022 6:00 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>;  Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.carter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Ya nez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto@sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

There are many reasons to vote no. For me, it is personal. My sister was murdered in a mass shooting. My family and I 

will never get over the pain and loss of the senseless killing. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 

70% shootings in San Francisco from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes 

it even more difficult to spot illegal guns in vehicles? 

Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes are often 

arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 
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Thank you! 

Jane Wallace 

Corona Height Resident 
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Singh, Kristine (P01) 

From: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 27, 2022 12:44 PM 

To: SFPD, Commission (POL) 

Subject: FW: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic 

laws. 

Original Message-----

 

From: Kristap Baltin <kbaltin@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2022 11:55 PM 

To: Elias, Cindy (POL) <cindy.elias@sfgov.org>; Yee, Lawrence (POL) <lawrence.yeel@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Jim (POL) 

<jim.byrne@sfgov.org>; max.ca rter-orberstone@sfgov.org; Yanez, Jesus (POL) <jesus.g.yanez@sfgov.org>; Benedicto, 

Kevin (POL) <kevin.benedicto @sfgov.org>; Walker, Debra (POL) <Debra.Walker@sfgov.org>; Youngblood, Stacy (POL) 

<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>; sfproblemsolvers@gmail.com; Breed, Mayor London (MYR) 

<mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org>; Hatun@stoperimesf.com 
Subject: Vote NO on proposed GTEO 9.01 which allows police & public to ignore traffic laws. 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources. 

December 13, 2022 

Dear Commissioners, 

Please oppose the December 14 revised draft of proposed General Traffic Enforcement Order 9.01. 

With some exceptions, it would ban police from enforcing violations of nine traffic laws such as failure to signal when 

making a turn or changing lanes: missing license plates; driving in the fog with broken headlights, taillights or brake 

lights. It would also allow bicyclists to flout traffic laws, creating an unacceptable threat to public safety, especially 

pedestrians. Bicyclists could also intentionally drive slowly in the middle of the road in order to block traffic. 

Bicyclists would be allowed to engage in reckless behaviors, such as riding on the sidewalk or blowing through stop signs 

when pedestrians or other vehicles are present - even when there is immediate danger that the cyclist will crash with a 

pedestrian. 

While we strongly support eliminating racial bias in traffic stops, this is the wrong way to do it because it is dangerous to 

public safety. Bias in traffic enforcement is already contrary to law and the Constitution. Any remnants should be 

addressed by other means, including officer training and accountability, not by ordering SFPD to abandon altogether the 

enforcement of duly enacted California traffic laws or city ordinances. This will result in the following negative effects: 
* Increased traffic accidents: Traffic deaths skyrocketed nationwide last year. In San Francisco, at the current rate there 

will be 31 pedestrian traffic deaths this calendar year even though the professed city goal is Zero deaths, with the 

elderly, Blacks, and the homeless disproportionately killed. It is common knowledge that traffic enforcement in San 

Francisco is already lacking due to the shortage of police officers and Police Commission inattention. This policy only 

adds to the crisis on our roads, including essentially legalizing turns and lane changes without signaling, and other critical 

infractions that cause accidents. 
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* More shootings and deaths. There is an epidemic in gun violence - an increase of over 70% shootings in San Francisco 

from 2019. How are police supposed to reduce shootings if the Police Commission makes it even more difficult to spot 

illegal guns in vehicles? 
* More crime. Small traffic crimes are often just the tip of the iceberg - criminals convicted for serious and violent crimes 

are often arrested after a traffic stop, as are those violating the terms of probation or parole. 

This order only makes the streets more dangerous. Note that there have been 51 murders to date in San Francisco, and 

the year isn't over. 
* More road rage. One particularly ridiculous provision would allow bicyclists to intentionally drive slowly in the middle 

of the road to block traffic without being detained, even with dozens of vehicles backed up. 

Some Commissioners claim this traffic order will make us safer by forcing officers to attend to serious crimes instead. 

Don't take this argument seriously. In fact, it creates additional reporting requirements and thus reduces police 

availability. And it goes against the proven effectiveness of "broken windows" policing. 

What would make us safer: the Commission's advocacy for and implementation of full staffing of SFPD by adding the 

500 officers that San Francisco is short. Instead, this proposed traffic order will surely impede morale and make police 

hiring and retention more difficult. 

Please vote "no" on this proposal. 

Thank you! 

Kristap Baltin. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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